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ABSTRACT

We present and analyze experiments at ARL that demonstrate proof-of-principle ghost imaging inspired imaging

(GIII) capabilities in the presence of turbulence and obscurants. The GIII experiments used a single sensor

bucket detector and structured (Bessel) or unstructured random illumination. Results are compared with our

stand off and remote ghost imaging of 2D and 3D objects1—3 .

In this study we report the first experiments that achieve remote GIII where the illumination propagated

through turbulence and obscurant distortion and attenuation. We were able to achieve recognizable images of

both 2D and 3D objects including the letters “ARL” and images of a 3D toy soldier shown in Fig. 1. Single

sensor, obscured, Bessel, and compressive GI experiments are also presented in Fig 1.

Figure 1. L: Single sensor GIII layout. R: Compressive GI/GIII Results: (A1) GI “ARL” with no disturbing media. GIII

of 3D Soldier model with (A2) 1 and (A3) 3 pixel random pixel illuminations. (B) GIII of “ARL” with Bessel illumination

propagating thru turbulent media. (C) GIII of “A” with Bessel illumination propagating thru cloudy water.

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. A laser beam propagates through a spatial light modulator

(SLM), lenses and filters, to illuminate a target with either random pixel patterns or randomly translated Bessel

patterns impressed on the beam by the SLM. Three case studies are depicted above: Case (A) has no intervening

disturbing media (GI Fig. 1 (A1)), (GIII Random pixel patterns: Fig. 1 (A2, A3)), Case (B) has turbulence

induced by heating elements (GIII Fig. 1 (B)), Case (C) has cloudy water (GIII Fig. 1 (C)). Turbulence has

also been imaged to investigate its influence on GIII3 .

Self-mending properties of "diffraction-free" Bessel beams aided penetration of obscurants and turbulence to

enable GIII of targets. Compressive techniques in GIII and GI increased the efficiency of imaging calculation of

remote targets although, sometimes direct (2) calculation is preferred to preserve the integrity of the physics.
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